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‘David Bowie I
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e Is...’
To mount the most complex exhibit
in its history, a museum team flexed
its creativity without losing its focus.
BY NOVID PARSI

bove all, David Bowie’s long
and influential career as a
songwriter, performer and
fashion icon has been
defined by constant reinvention and innovation.
So it is fitting that when the Museum of Contemporary Art (MCA) in
Chicago, Illinois, USA staged “David Bowie Is,” the first international
exhibition devoted to Bowie, the project team had to reinvent its
approach to meet a slew of challenges. It was the most complex, highprofile and expensive show in the museum’s nearly half-century history.
“‘David Bowie Is’ presented new challenges,” says Erika Hanner,
MCA’s former director of convergent programming, who served as the
exhibition’s co-project manager. “We’d never moved this many people
through the space day after day. We’d never had a separately ticketed
exhibition. We’d never extended museum hours for an exhibition.”
The MCA team determined that to fully realize the benefits of the
US$2 million project, the museum would need to sell about 150,000
tickets during its less than four-month run—more than half of its annual
average of visitors. In other words, success hinged on seeing beyond the
exhibit’s opening day. To avoid a high-profile failure, the team had to
put in place metrics to track the benefits realization of “David Bowie Is.”

Building Team Bowie
In August 2013, the MCA announced that in September 2014 it would
become the only U.S. venue to stage the first retrospective of Bowie’s
career. (The show originated at the Victoria and Albert (V&A) Museum
in London, England, Bowie’s hometown.) “Thirteen months isn’t a long
time,” Ms. Hanner says, “so it made us work really efficiently. There was
no time to waste.”
She identified three main challenges: managing a very large budget,
securing buy-in from visitors and funders, and handling the ticketing
and spatial logistics involved in moving a record number of people
through the exhibition space.
To help sell the exhibition to the public and to funders, Ms.
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Hanner picked a project team that included members of the communications and fundraising departments. To help keep the project within
budget, it also included the museum’s CFO. The eight-person team—
dubbed “Team Bowie”—also comprised the exhibition’s curator and the
directors of media relations and visitor services.
Team Bowie broke the project plan into 20 areas of focus—for example, media coverage, the ticketing system, attendance and measuring
success—and assigned responsibility for each to one staff member. “That
gave our meetings an automatic structure,” Ms. Hanner says. “It gave us
a way of plotting progress and organizing our conversations.”
For the next 13 months, Team Bowie met at least once a week. “We were
a tight group that could make decisions fairly quickly,” Ms. Hanner says.

Lessons Shared and Learned
When the MCA project launched, the Bowie exhibition had only been
staged at the V&A. By the time the Chicago show opened in September
2014, it had been in three other cities: Toronto, Canada; São Paulo,
Brazil; and Berlin, Germany. The MCA team applied lessons learned at
those venues to its own initiative.
The Chicago team had planned to offer late-evening hours only two
day per week—until the Toronto team informed them that the biggest
crowds came on evenings and weekends. In response, the MCA team
decided to increase late-evening hours to three nights per week.
The Toronto team also imparted information about the show’s technical components, such as the GPS-guided wireless headset system
tracking visitors’ locations to automatically play audio clips corresponding to material presented in each gallery. It was the first time an MCA
exhibit featured a GPS audio system. “It’s the future of museum technology,” says Susan Chun, the MCA’s chief content officer. When the
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High Risk,
High Reward
August 2013: The Museum of
Contemporary Art (MCA) Chicago
announces it will mount “David
Bowie Is.” The museum sets an aggressive attendance goal of 150,000
to recoup the exhibit’s US$2 million
project budget.
September 2013: The Art Gallery of
Ontario in Toronto, Canada opens its
version of the exhibit, offering crucial
lessons to the MCA team.
October 2013: The MCA team
begins developing a custom ticketing
system to handle high demand.
November 2013: The MCA team
conducts the “Bowie Crush” capacity
test.
July 2014: The online ticketing
system launches.
August 2014: The installation of
more than 400 objects begins.
September 2014: “David Bowie Is”
opens at the MCA. The project team
begins tracking detailed metrics on
realized benefits.
January 2015: The exhibition closes,
having exceeded its attendance goal.
More than 193,000 people visited,
making it the most-attended exhibit
in the MCA’s history.
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Toronto team shared how long the headset devices take to recharge,
the MCA used the information to order enough units to handle peak
visitor traffic.
While the show’s success at other museums set a positive precedent
for the MCA team, it also presented a danger. “The risk was that we
would take a very expensive show that we were selling tickets to, and we
wouldn’t get where we needed to be in terms of at least breaking even,”
Ms. Hanner says.
To partially mitigate that risk, the team decided early on to base the
project budget on estimated ticket sales, donors, a temporary Bowiethemed store outside the exhibition space and a corporate sponsor.
Yet it wouldn’t be enough to be the exhibition’s only U.S. presenter if
potential visitors didn’t hear about it. The project team had to design
a communications plan that “made sure the awareness was out there,”
Ms. Hanner says.
With the largest advertising budget in MCA history—about twice
that of a typical exhibition—the communications plan entailed paid
advertising and a grassroots campaign with buttons, postcards and
temporary tattoos. It also involved leveraging media interest in David
Bowie—outlets ranging from local radio stations to magazines like Rolling Stone and The Economist.

Passing the Tests
At the V&A, a record 311,000 visitors saw “David Bowie Is.” To handle
the unprecedented number of expected patrons, the MCA team recognized the organization would need a new online ticketing system with
timed slots, rather than general admission tickets. “There was no way to
execute this project without a new ticketing system,” Ms. Hanner says.
The project team hired a third-party software-design company to
develop the ticketing software, which was capable of integrating previous users’ stored financial information. During the ticketing system’s
design phase, the team determined that the exhibition floor had to
include waiting space on the ground floor for day-of ticket-purchasers
so that they would not get frustrated and leave if not allowed to enter
upon arrival. Groups of ticket holders were allowed to enter every 30
minutes from another waiting space on the fourth floor, where the
exhibition was located.
“Because organizations our size don’t typically do shows this big, we
couldn’t really anticipate the stress on our ticketing system, so we struggled to know how many people might be visiting us simultaneously,”
Ms. Chun says. “We didn’t know how much time people would spend
in the exhibition, which is a big factor in calculating how many tickets
you make available in the timed ticketing environment.”
Again, the MCA team considered lessons learned from other “David
Bowie Is” venues, which found that visitors spent from 90 minutes to
two hours in the show. “We knew that if people spent longer than that,
we were probably going to be in trouble with crowding,” Ms. Chun says.
To load-test the new system, the team had 200 users access it at
exactly the same time. The team also tested the system on smaller MCA

It’s the ability
to adjust in
real time that
is the hardest
part of project
management,
because you have
to be willing to
say, ‘I’m not going
to make all the
decisions now.
I’m going to be
nimble and adjust
on the fly.’”
—Susan Chun, MCA
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people visited, making it the most-attended exhibit in the MCA’s history.
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—Susan Chun
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events prior to Bowie’s launch. “We had very little difficulty with full
implementation for that reason,” Ms. Hanner says.
Once it knew it could sell the tickets, the project team had to make
sure the galleries could accommodate a crowd. “Frankly, we didn’t know
what it felt like to have 125 people in one of our galleries all at the same
time,” Ms. Hanner says.
So the project team implemented another test—“the Bowie Crush.”
The team had all of the MCA’s employees gather in the gallery spaces,
and concluded the target capacity of 125 could be increased to 150 if
necessary—improving the project’s ability to achieve its strategic goal of
having as many paying visitors as possible.
However, the Bowie Crush also revealed a crowding problem in the
waiting area. So the MCA team rearranged the stanchions that guided
where waiting visitors stood. The team originally planned to install the
Bowie gift shop beside the exhibition’s entrance, but that posed a potential crowding issue as well.
“We got very entrenched in the details,” Ms. Hanner says, “and every
once in a while an outside perspective was incredibly useful.” It was an
MCA staffer not on the project team who pointed out that the store
could be located adjacent to the exhibition’s exit.
Because the MCA had other exhibitions on display concurrently,
the project team put various contingency plans in place. If a traffic jam
emerged in the first-floor ticket-sales area, for instance, anyone wanting
a Bowie ticket would be directed to the second floor.
The influx of visitors along with several hundred new staffers to support
the exhibition—security guards, visitor-services staff and shop staff—
posed a problem in the parking lot. To quash the risk of traffic jams and
accidents, the project team formed an agreement with a nearby garage.

New staffers needed more than parking, however. They also needed
training. “These folks were going to be the institution’s front line,” Ms.
Chun says. Training videos were developed to quickly bring new staff
members on board.
Despite the many challenges the Bowie show presented, there was
one project component that, ironically, did not pose a risk: the installation of more than 400 objects—from Bowie’s music videos to his
outrageous costumes to a tissue bearing traces of makeup he once
wore. Although the team chose to present the materials differently than
the V&A Museum had—omitting less familiar British history to make
the show more accessible to an American audience—the installation
process began in late August, just one month before the 23
September opening.
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—Erika Hanner

Measuring Success
The Bowie project wouldn’t be deemed a success just because
the exhibit opened, however. The team knew it had to look
beyond the project close by putting in place metrics to track
the projects’ benefits after the exhibit launched. A meticulous
benefits realization approach helped the organization determine how well the show was selling, and, if necessary, work
to bolster that.
To that end, the team created an online ticket-sales dashboard to chart sales each day, allowing the MCA to compare
them to projected sales and adjust its marketing strategy
accordingly. The MCA hadn’t planned to have a student discount, for example, but dashboard metrics led the organization
to introduce one to lure more students. The team thought the
show would easily get many visitors on Friday nights, yet the
museum’s audiences were not accustomed to visiting then. The
dashboard demonstrated that and allowed the project team to
tweak its marketing to emphasize Friday-evening hours.
“It’s the ability to adjust in real time that is the hardest part
of project management,” Ms. Chun says, “because you have to
be willing to say, ‘I’m not going to make all the decisions now.
I’m going to be nimble and adjust on the fly.’”
To understand the show’s overall impact, the dashboard
also tracked how many visitors were first-time MCA attendees, how long they stayed in the exhibit and whether they
visited the store.
“It’s really important to us that we’re capturing all this data
to help us prepare for the next large-scale exhibition,” Ms.
Hanner says.
For now, however, the organization isn’t looking to the future—it’s
relishing its high-stakes success. “David Bowie Is” was the mostattended exhibit in the MCA’s history. “We wanted to bring the work
and creative process of an amazing artist to a broad public,” Ms. Hanner
says, “and we’ve accomplished that.” PM
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